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Edge Radiation 針。臨 theFringe Magnetic 

Fields in Electron Storage Rings 

N. V. S民10LYAKOV
Hiroshima Synchrotron Radiation Center (HSRC)， αnd 

Department 01 Physical Sciences, Hiroshima University* 

At the present tirne an edge radiation generated by a relativistic electron bearn at fringe fields of bending 
magnets ﾌn storage rings has been the subject of rnore and more theoretical as well as experirnental investigaｭ
tions. The reason is that the edge radiation d副i茸e町r s討igr凶1討ifì長lcar出ltl勾y frorn the well.綱占-k
radiation, and its properties are rnuch rnore attractive for sorne physical and technical applications than 
those of synchrotron radiation. An intensive peak appears in the electrornagnetic radiation angular distribuｭ
tion in the forward direction at the radiation wavelength well over the synchrotron radiation critical 
wavelength. Its intensity exceeds considerably the intensity of standard synchrotron radiation. ln addition 
the generation of hard X叩rays is suppressed along the straight section axis because the bending rnagnetic 
field is depressed at the fringe region. This suggests the use of edge radiation as a good source of infrared, 
visible or even vacuurn ultraviolet radiation. The edge radiation generated at two adjacent edges of bending 
rnagnets produces an interference pattern. The real electron bearn pararneters (its transversal sizes and angψ 
lar spread) effect on this interference pattern. It provides a way of deterrnining the electron むeam

pararneters frorn the experirnentally rneasured edge radiation distribution. 

1. Introduction 

Electrornagnetic edge radiation (ER) is generated by a 

relativistic charged particle when it passes through the 

region of a rapid change in rnagnetic field at the edges of the 

storage ring bending rnagnets. This radiation was experirnenｭ

tally discovered in the late 1970s sirnultaneously and indepenｭ

dently at the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS , CERN, Geneｭ
va, Switzerland)ト3) and at the electron synchrotron ‘Sirius' 
(INP , Tornsk , Russia)4-6). A short tirne after , the ER was obｭ

served at the electron synchrotron 'Pakhra' (Moscow, 
Russia)7). 

Theoretically the ER frorn relativistic proton bearn was 

analysed in papers8-12). ln large hadron colliders a shortｭ

wavelength ER (with the radiation wavelength À くく Àc， where 

λc is the critical wavelength of synchrotron radiation frorn 

the uniforrn rnagnetic field region of bending rnagnet) is 

rnuch rnore intensive than the standard synchrotron radiaｭ

tion. ln view of the fact that in proton storage rings theirλc 

correspond to far infrared spectral region 13), the proton 
bearn ER rnanifests itself as a su茄ciently intensive visible 

light, whereas the intensity of proton bearn synchrotron radiｭ
ation in visible spectrurn is negligible. The interference pat叩

tern produced by the radiation generated at two adjacent 

edges of different bending rnagnets was also observed3). This 

unique features has enabled ER to be used for proton bearn 

profile rneasurernents at the SPS2) and at the TEVATRON at 

Ferrnilab14). Sirnilar bearn profile monitor is now under conｭ

sideration in RHIC13). 

The ER at electron synchrotron was originally detected in 

the visible spectral region by M. M. Nikitin4-6). The intensity 

oscillations in ER spatial distribution due to the interference 

of radiation generated at two bending rnagnet fringe fields 

which set bounds to the sarne straight section, were obｭ
served. The interference pattern changes with the variation 

both the radiation wavelength and electron bearn energy, 
were also found. Further theoretical investigations of ER 

generated by a relativistic electron have clearly dernonstrat同

ed its unique features15-27). The essentials of thern are as fol-

lows. 

ln the À>>λc wavelength range an intensive peaks appear 

in the angular distribution of the ER intensity frorn a single 

bending rnagnet. These peaks exceed considerably the intenｭ

sity of the standard synchrotron radiation generated in an 

uniforrn rnagnetic field area. Their angular positions do not 

depend on the radiation wavelength. The peaks of σm 

polarised radiation are located in the storage ring rnedian 

plane at horizontal angles こと y-l ， where y is the electron 

relativistic factor. The peaks of n-polarised radiation are 10-
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cated at the angles 土 y-l above and below the median 
plane15句 17 ， 23-25 ， 27)

In the storage ring median plane at horizontal angles 土

y-l , where the σ凶polarised ER peaks are located, the radiaｭ
tion spectrum is long-wavelength shifted and shows a slower 

decrease with increase in }.p ,23-25). Since the generation of 

hard X-rays is suppressed along the straight section because 

the magnetic 長eld is depressed at fringe regions , undesirable 
thermal and radioactive damage of optical elements is 

decreased. 

ER generated by a relativistic electron is concentrated in a 

narrow forward cone. The radiation emitted at two magnet幽

ic fringe fields bounding the straight section , appears in the 
same cone. These photons are subsequently synchronized by 

the electron itself. This leads to the ER interference e:ffect. 

The interference manifests itself as additional oscillations in 

the radiation intensity spatial distribution10,20,21 ,24,25). In view 

of the fact that the ER spatial distributions , generated at 
either of the two ends of bending magnets , are generally not 
trivial, the resulting radiation pattern on the detecting screen 
is complicated enough. On the other hand, such fine interfer同
ence structure of resulting ER provides considerable opporｭ

tunity for the electron beam diagnostics. 

The above“ listed properties of ER, generated by the 
relativistic electrons , gave grounds to suggest it as a powerｭ

ful and bright source of electromagnetic radiation begins 

with vacuum ultraviolet region and ends with far infrared 

area23心). The experimental studies of ER intensity, carried 
out recently in the infrared region , provided support for this 
view28). ER interference pattern is highly irregular in space 

and depends critically on the electron beam emittance. This 

provides a means for the electron beam diagnostics with visi聞

ble ER. Such diagnostic system is used on Siberiaω1 electron 

storage ring (Moscow , Russia)29,30) and is assumed to be 

installed at HiSOR electron storage ring (Hiroshima, 
J apan)31-33). However the radiation from quadrupole lenses 

which are installed into the same straight section makes the 

interpretation of experimental data far more complicated34). 

It is interesting to note that the ER by its very nature and 

spectral properties is very similar to transition undulator 

radiatìon35 ,36) . 

It should be particularly emphasized that the ER generatｭ

ed by the proton beam and the ER generated by the electron 

beam are an completely different effects although similars in 

their external manifestations could be found , like the peaks 
in intensity distributions and the interference effects. In哨

deed , let us consider a relativistic proton which moves in the 

straight section exactly along its axis. The ER, generated by 
this proton, exhibits the increasing of radiation intensity in 
the short-wavelength spectral regionλ<<λc (though the 

short欄wavelength radiation means a visible light in the case 

of proton storage rings). The spatial distribution of the proｭ

ton's ER has the maximum directed exactly along the 

straight section axis. From the theoretical standpoint, the 
ER generated by a relativistic proton belongs to the category 

ofso幽called dipoleぺyperadiation. This is due to the fact that 

the typicallength of synchrotron radiation generation po/ y, 
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which is of the order of several meters, is many times longer 
than the length of bending magnet fringe field , which is of 
the order of 10 cm or shorter. Here PO is the proton's orbit 

bending radius. The last-mentioned property makes it feasiｭ

ble to derive the reasonably simple analytical formulae for 

the spectral-angular distributions of dipole ER9-12). These 

formulae show in an explicit form that the ER spectrum is 

highly sensitive to the fringe field shape. Consequently, in 
this case the step-function is unusable as an approximation 

for the fringe field. 

As is evident from the foregoing the ER generated by the 

relativistic electron, has another spectral distribution (λ>>λc) 

and another angular positions of its peaks: 土 y-1 apart from 

the straight section axis. Among other things , this radiation 
is not dipole輔type radiation since the magnitude Po/ y, which 
is of the order of millimeter or even less in the electron 

storage rings , is many times shorter than the length of bendｭ
ing magnet fringe field. It means that computer simulations 

must be carried out to get the reliable theoretical results. 

Some simple analytical formulae were derived in17,18,25 ,27) 

within the long-wavelength approximation limit À→∞. The 

last mentioned approach restricts considerably the practical 

usage of the derived formulae. 

It may be said in summary that the availability of str計ght

sections in the high-energy storage rings tends to increase the 

intensity of the long-wavelength radiation (λ>>λc). It has 

been just this effect which is referred to as the ER from an 

electron beam. Strictly speaking, such type effect will also be 
available in a proton storage rings with a straight sections. 

In this case, this effect will exhibit itself as the increasing of 
radiation intensity at radio-wavelengths range and is of no 

practical signi負cance. If the bending magnets , in addition, 
have the short fringe field lengths (shorter, than PO/ y) , so the 
intensity of short-wavelength radiation (À くく λc) will be enｭ

larged also. This effect manifests itself as ER from a relativisｭ

tic proton beam. Usually, a bending magnets have the short 

fringe field lengths as related to the magnitude PO/ y at the 

proton storage rings and never have the short fringe fields at 

the electron storage rings. That is why there is no increase of 

the shortωwavelength radiation intensity along the electron 

storage rings straight sections. In contrast , the shortｭ

wavelength radiation intensity will be suppressed in this 

case. It should be noted in this connection that the results , 
obtained in paper37), contrary to its title, can be used to the 
proton beams (and as a crude approximation only) rather 

than to the electron beams. 

The currently available experimental data about the ER 

properties , generated by relativistic electron beam, are few 
in number and are listed in references. This paper presents 

the theoretical investigations of ER. Some formulae which 

describe the ER properties in general case are presented in 

chapter 2. The computer simulated ER distributions are 

presented in chapter 3. The simulations were made for the 

HiSOR storage ring (Hiroshima, Japan)38-41) with electron 
beam energy 0.7 GeV. The simple analytical formulae which 

can be used for the long凶wavelength ER analysis are derived 

in chapter 4. The features of ER properties in long.幽
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wavelength region are discussed therein. The advantages of 

the ER applications for electron beam diagnostics are briefiy 

discussed in chapter 5. 

2. Electromagnetic radiation from relativistic elecｭ

tron in planar fields 

Let us consider a relativistic electron moves along the 

trajectory r(t). Let ß, ゚  and y are the reduced velocity, acｭ
celeration and energy of this electron. The equation of moｭ

tion for the electron in the external magnetic field H(x) is: 

.!. e 
(゚t)=-ﾟ(t) xH(r(t)) , 

mcy 

where e and m are the electron charge and mass , c is the 

speed of light. 

At the observation point x* and at the observation time τ 
the electric field vector of the radiation emitted by an elecｭ

tron is given by the formula 

e �(t) x (万 (t) 一β(t)) xβ(t) 
E(r)口一一一

cR(t) (1 一万( t) 

十 e 元(t) 一β(t)
一

R2(t)y2 (1 一元(t). (゚t))3 ' 

where the unit vector �(t) points from the electron to the obｭ

server, which are separated by the distance R(t): R(t)口
x* -r(t) ， 月 (t) 口R.(t)jR(t). The quantities ñ, ß, ゚  and R on 

the right-hand side of Eq. (2) are to be evaluated at the time 

r=こ t+R(t)j c. 

The first and second terms in (2) are the radiation and 

Coulomb fields respectively. Usually the Coulomb term is 

negligibly small and will be further ignored. 

The spectral-angular properties of electromagnetic radiaｭ

tion with frequency ωare determined by Fourier畑transform

of electric field: 

品叶LM付

Let the Y-axis of Cartesian coordinates be aligned with 

the straight section axis and Z-axis be directed vertically. It 

is convenient to set the intersection point of the electron 

beam equilibrium trajectory with the fringe field of the first 

bending magnet BM1 as the origin of coordinates (see Fig. 1). 

Let Yl be the initial point of the bending magnet BMl field. 

In the storage ring median plane xOy (i.e. z=O) magnetic 

field of the bending magnet BM 1 is directed vertically and is 

given by the function Hoh(y) , where Ho is the uniform magω 

netic field amplitude and h( y) describes the shape of magnet糊

ic field: h(Y<Yl)=O, h(+ ∞)口 1. Let Y2 be the terminal 

point of the bending magnet BM2 field , so that the points Yl 
and Y2 are symmetric to each other about the straight section 
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Figure 1. Edge radiation detection scheme: l-band.嗣pass fìlter , 2-
detector screen. 

center, the point O.5(Yl 十Y2) is the straight section center and 

L = Yl -Y2 is the straight section length. The resulting ma合

netic field produced by two bending magnets in the 

neighbourhood of a straight section is suggested to be sym回

metric about the straight section center and therefore is 

equal to: 

H(y)=Ho(h(y)吋(Yl+ Y2 -y)). (5) 

(2) Let a relativistic electron travels at the straight section cen国

ter exactly along the positive Yaxis. Let this electron was at 

the point y2 at the instant t2 and subsequently at the point Yl 

at the instant tl: ろ(tl) 口Yb ry(t2) 口Y2・

It is readily available from (3) that (dr j dt) = 1 -(ñ(t) ・

β(t))， and hence: 

(3) 
件r(叶;l川

Substituting of (2) and (6) into Eq. (4) , neglecting by 
Coulomb term and changing the integration with respect to 

variable r by the integration with respect to variable t, we 
have: 

(4) 

E(ω)口E1 (ω)+E2(ω) ，

e Î∞月(t) x (月 (t) -゚ (t)) x ゚(t) 
E1 (ω)=-\ 

C J11 R(t)(1 一元(t). (゚t))2 

x exp (iωr(t)) dt, 

:=: , e Î九月(t) x (元(t) -゚ (t)) x ゚(t) 
E2(ω)=-\ 

c J ∞ R(t )(l 一万(t). (゚t))2 

x exp (iωr(t)) dt. (9) 

(7) 

(8) 

The terms E1 (ω) and E2(ω) describe the ER from the first 

magnet BMl and from the second magnet BM2 respectively. 

Let k be the vertically directed (along z-axis) unit vector, 
vectors �a and �;rr are the unit vectors of radiation polariza聞

tion. This polarization vectors are defined as follows (recall 

that the vector x * = {x *, D , z *} starts at the origin of the 

coordinates and ends at the observation point): 
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Vectors �a and �:n; correspond to the horizontal and vertical 

components for the electrical field respectively. 

The most commonly used convention employs the spectｭ

ral-angular distribution of the emitting radiation energy, 
which is given by the next expression: 

dε cR 2 
:::: 

-一一-=ーっ IE(ω) 1
2

• 
dQd，ω4πω 

By this is meant that the observer is placed infinitely far 

from the region where the radiation is emitted. The real geo僧

metry of any physical experiment implies that all the disｭ

tances are 長nite. Moreover, the distance to the observer may 
be of the order of the straight section length. The near field 

e苛'ects42) must be included into consideration in this case. It 

means that the t-dependence of the unit vector 元 should be 

taken into account. That is why we will consider the number 

of photons which reach an infinitesimally small element of a 

plane ds placed normally to the ドaxis at the 0 bservation 

point x*. For practical purposes, it will be also much more 
convenient to consider the number of photons dN / dt which 

are generated by the electron beam per second. We will conｭ

sider the single-particle approximation in this chapter, i.e. 
we assume the electron beam to be with zero emittance, nonｭ
bunched and to move in the storage ring median plane along 

the Y-axis. The effect of the real beam emittance on the elecｭ

tromagnetic radiation distributions will be discussed in chapｭ

ter 5. The di苛erent electrons in such a beam generate the radiｭ

ation incoherently, so that the radiation characteristics of 
such zero-emittance beam is definite by that of a single elecｭ

tron. As a result, we have the next expression for the number 
of photons generated by the zeroωemittance electron beam 

per second: 

守イセ)( ~)壬 IE，σπ(ω) 1
2
, 

where 1 is the electron beam current ， αis the fine structure 

constant. 

Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 

electron's longitudinal coordinate y and time t , we will use 
variable y instead of time t in the electron trajectory descripｭ
tion. In other words, we wil1 consider time t as a formal funcｭ

tion of the electron's longitudinal coordinate y: t立 t(y). In 

this case the formulae for the electron's trajectory have the 

forms: 

(゚y)= {゚x(y) , -J ゚ 2-ß/(y), o}, r(y) 口 {rx(y) ， y , O}. 

First we consider the term E1 (ω) which presents an ER 

from the first bending magnet BM1. It is straightforward to 

show from (1) that at yl <y: 
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(14) 

(15) 

where po口 (mc2y/ 1 eHo 1) is the electron orbit radius in the 

bending field ， δロsign (Ho)出土 1. In the neighbourhood of a 

straight section where the ER is produced, the bending magｭ
netic field deftects the electron through a small angle: 

I゚x(Y) 1 << 1. 

Let � and ( be the horizontal and vertical angular coor-

(12) dinates of an observation point 走中 respectively ， i. e. � = (x * / 
D), (= (z * / D). U sually both straight section length L and 

distance to the observer D are much longer than the fringe 

field length 1. It means that the next approximations are 

valid at Yl <y: 

nx(y)~ç， nz(Y)~(. 

One can readily be obtained for the small observation angles 

lçl くくし 1 (1 << 1 that 

月(y) X [(万(y) 一β(y)) x [β(y) x k]] 

(16) 

1-y2(� _ ゚x(y)?+ y2(2 
ん(y) 口 (17)

[1-ト y2(ç_ ゚xCy))2+ y2(2]2 ' 

2y2(ご -ßx(y))(
λ(y) 口 (18)

[1 +y2(ç-ßxCY)?十 y2(2]2 ' 

ωr(t(y)) 口 φ(y)+ φ0， (19) 

n I 
φ(y)口π1 (1竹2ç2十 y2(切-Yl)-2y2輦x(y) 

AY-L 

I'Y I 

十y2 ¥ ゚;(y') dy' 1, (20) 
"'Yl J 

(13) 
where λis the radiation wavelength. The functions βIX(y) 

and rx(y) are given in (14) and (15). The expressions (19) and 

(20) are readily calculated from relation (6). The phase term 

φo being independent on the longitudinal coordinatey, is iso輸
lated in (19) from the main phase termφ(y). 

We can conveniently define two non-dimensional funcｭ

tions: 

yδ 「∞
F(J π(ç ， O 口.:._ ¥ exp (iφ(y)ìん π(y)h(y) dy. (21) 

PO JY1 

Using the relations obtained above , it can be shown from (8) 
that: 

21ely 
E1σπ(ω)口~F(J π(ç ， O. (22) 

CLJ 

In perfect analogy to the preceding analysis, it can be ob嶋
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tain from (9) that: 

21ely = 
E2a，1l(ω)=一一一九π(ーも，ーら)exp (ー iLl φ) ， (23) 

c(D+L) 

where C,2=(X* / (D+ L)) and (2=(Z 串 /(D+ L)) are the 

horizontal and vertical angles respectively, at which an obserｭ
vation point x* is viewed by the electron while it is located at 
the end of second magnet BM2. For simplicity the same 

phase factor is omitted in (22) and (23). The horizontalline 

at the top of (23) means complex conjugation, the additional 
phase LI � corresponds to the electron passage within the 
straight section length: 

πL 1 D 1 

Aφ口一… 1 1 十 v.ó(é .ó 十 C勺一一一一 1. (24) 
λy.ó I "0  -/ D + L I 、 J

Relations (22) and (23) state that the properties of radiation 

generated at two edges of different bending magnets are relatｭ

ed to each other. Formally the functions Fa， π(c" 0 deterｭ
mine the ER properties from the first bending magnet only 

because the integration in (21) is performed only over the 

region of the first bending magnet. But the relation (23) 

shows that at the same time functions Fa， π(乙 o determine 

the properties of the ER from the second bending magnet 

also. 

As a result, we have the following expressions for the num倫

ber of photons generated by the electron beam per second: 

守刊さ)( ~)手|去Fa， ll(c" 0

The 負rst F.σ， πand second F.σ， πterms in (25) correspond to 

the ER, generated by the electron beam at the first BM1 and 
at the second BM2 bending magnets respectively. Taking 

into consideration both these terms , we will get the interferｭ
ence effect due to the phase factor exp ( -iLl φ). 

It must be emphasized that the all approximations were 

made above are caused only by the small observation angles 

1 c， 1 くくし 1 (1 << 1 and high electron energy y >> 1. Excepting this 

two limitations , mentioned immediately above, all formulae 
obtained in this chapter are general enough. 1n the particuｭ

lar case of dipole-type ER , when the length of fringe field 1 is 

much shorter than the magnitude Po/y , and in the shortｭ
wavelength region λ<<λc this formulae may be significantly 

simplified to the co�cidence with results obtained in Refs. 

9-11. 

At the end of this chapter we present without proof the 

formula for the angular distribution of the radiation power, 
i.e. integrated over all the wavelengths spectral-angular disｭ

tribution of the electromagnetic radiation energy: 

手記( ~) 1:00 H
2

(y) 
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i1 + y2(c, -゚x(y))2+ y2(2]2-4y2(c, -゚x(y))2 
ﾗ 5dy-(26) 

[1 十 y2(c，-ßx(y))2十 y2(2]

It is suggested for the sake of simplicity that the observation 

point is located infinitely far from the storage ring. 

3. Computation results 

The computer simulations presented below were made for 

the HiSOR storage ring38-41). For simplicity the observation 

point was placed in負nitely far from the bending magnets. 

The following HiSOR storage ring parameter were used in 

the simulations: the electron beam energy is 0.7 GeV, the 
beam current is 300 mA, the bending magnetic field is 2.7 T , 
the distance between magnets L is 8240 mm ， λc口 1 .42nm

(critical energy is 873 eV). 1n the computations having been 

made the h(y) function descriptive the fringe field shape and 

measured in the real bending magnet of HiSOR storage ring 

was used. The manufacturer of the accelerator system is 

Sumitomo Heavy 1ndustries, Ltd. The fringe magnetic field 
measurements were made in the same institute. The result of 

this measurements is shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3 shows the horizontal distribution of the ER intenｭ

sity in phot/mrad2/s/(0.1%BW) with di宜erent photon 

energies: 5, 2, 0.5 and 0.05 eV , generated at the first bending 
magnet BM1. Radiation supposed to be observed at the 

storage ring median plane. The standard synchrotron radia個

tion is associated with large horizontal angle c, >>y-l=0.73 

mrad, at the right of Fig. 3. On can see that starting from 

vacuum ultraviolet radiation region, an intensive peak locat回

ed at C, = y -1 appears in the ER horizontal angular distriblト

tion. On further wavelength rising the second peak appears 

at C, = -y-l. This peaks becomes approximately symmetriω 

cal with the further wavelength increase, and the correspon側

dent radiation intensity considerably exceed that of the conｭ

ventional synchrotron radiation. It is in agreement with the 
ER asymptotic analysisl6, 18) in the long-wavelength limit 

A→∞. There 紅enopeaks atλ 話 λc， the intensity of radiation at 

small angles 1 と 1 < 2y-l is below the intensity level of the con国

ventional synchrotron radiation. This is evident from Fig. 4, 
where the normalized horizontal distributions of power (in 

N
し

0,8 

0,6 

0,4 

0,2 

0,0 
-150 -100 司50 50 100 

Y, mm 

Figure 2. Normalized magnetic field at the bending magnet edge 
of 紅白OR storage ring. 
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photlmradlmradls/(O.1 %BW) 

2,Ox10 12 I 

1,5x1012 

1,Oxl012 

5,Oxl011 
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悌6

Figure 3. Horizontal distributions of the edge radiation in the mか
dian plane for the di古erentphoton energy: 5 e V・solid line, 2 e V -dotｭ
dashed line, 0.5 eV-dashed line, 0.05 eV-doted line. 

W/mrad/mrad, photlmrad/mrad/s/(O.1 %BW) 

1,0 

0,8 

0,6 

0,4 

0,2 

イ 20 40 
mrad 

60 80 100 

Figure 4. Horizontal distributions of the normalized radiation 
power-隊solid line and normalized intensity of photons with critical 
wavelength田dashed line. 

watt/mr，αd2) and intensity of photons with the critical 

wavelength (in phot/mrad2/s/(0.I%BW)) , cornputed at 
the storage ring rnedian plane, are shown. Corresponding 
sirnulation of power distribution was based on the Eq. (26). 

The figure shows that the distributions have no peaks. It folｭ

lows frorn the fact that the general arnount of synchrotron 

radiation power is concentrated at short wavelengths , where 
the ER is not intensive. 

The effect of ER peaks is also illustrated by Fig. 5, cornpaト
ing the radiation spectra in the rnedian plane at a different 

horizontal angles: �=y-l (ER) and �>>y-l (standard synｭ

chrotron radiation). One can readily see that the ER intenｭ

sity (inphot/mrad2/s/(0.I%BW)) falls slower with λrise 
and has a ‘softer' short wavelength tail than the standard 
synchrotron radiation has. 

Fig. 6 shows the two-dirnensional angular distribution of 

the σ欄polarized radiation at photon energy 2 e V. As the 

figure dernonstrated, the vertical angular coordinate of the 
peaks is equal to zero ((=0). The two-dirnensional distribuｭ

tion of the n-polarized radiation at 2 eV is shown in Fig. 7. 

One can see the ERπ-cornponent peaks to be located at � = 0 
and (=こと y-l. Both σ- and π田cornponent distributions are 

syrnrnetric about the electron orbit plane. 

One can see the ER to be localized around the straight sec-

photlmrad/mrad/s/(O.1 %BW) 
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Figure 5. Edge radiation spectrum in the median plane at angular 
coordinate �=y-l (solid line) , as compared with the standard synｭ
chrotron radiation (dashed line). 

Figure 6. Spatial distribution of σ-polarized edge radiation with 2 
eV photon energy. 

Figure 7. Spatial distribution of n-polarized edge radiation with 2 
eV photon energy. 

tion axis within a narrow cone of approxirnately 4y-l anguｭ

lar size, though it is suppressed along the straight section 

axis , i.e. at ç=O, (=0. It is worth rnentioning that the conｭ
ventional synchrotron radiation atλ>λc propagates in a 

larger vertical angle depending on the wavelength. 

Let us consider now the role of interference effects in ER 

distributions. The results of cornputation of the interfering 

ER intensity distribution (inphot/ mrad2 
/ s/ (0.1 %BW)) on 
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the detector screen along the horizontal axis for the photons 

with 2 eV energy are presented at the Fig. 8. In addition to 

the resulting interfering distribution (solid line) , intensity disｭ
tributions of the radiation from each of the edges individualｭ

ly, as if the other edge was absent, are shown by dashed line 
in Fig. 8. The resulting intensity distribution in Fig. 8 (solid 

line) illustrate the interference of the ER generated by single 

electron at two bending magnet edges bounding the straight 

gap of the storage ring. The Fig. 9 shows the corresponding 

two-dimensional intensity distribution for 2 eV photons on 

the detector screen. One can easily recognize the system of 

concentric interference rings well卿known in optics. 

4. Edge radiation in long-wavelength region 

In this chapter we ¥-vill give some approximate formulae 

which can help one to reveal the mechanism of formation of 

the electron ER at ﾀ >ん thus supplementing the computa細

tion results presented above. Let us examine the behaviour 

photlmrad/mr・ad/s/(O.I%BW)

3xl012 

2xl012 

Ixl012 

ー・ -------ー句・E 司・・ー・

。

幽 1 ，2 -0，8 心，4 0,0 0,4 
miad 

0,8 1,2 

Figure 8. Horizontal distribution of 2 eV interfering edge radiaｭ
tion in the median plane (solid line). The dashed lines show the dis酬
tributions of radiation corresponding to each bending magnet edge 
separately. 

Figure 9. Spatial distribution of (σ十 π) interfering edge radiation 
with 2 eV photon energy. 
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of functions Fa， π(~ ， 0 , see (21). The approach employed 
here bear close similarity to those used for the analysis of the 

'zero-frequency' radiation properties16,17). 

Using the integration by parts, one can obtain the followｭ
mg expreSSlOns: 

-y~π 「∞
Fσ(~ ， 0= ゥ一1-τ\ exp (iφ(y)) 

l 十 y2(~2十 (2) . Ày ιi 

x (y~ -yßx(y)) めら (2η 

y( . . ny( r∞ 
Fπ(~ ， 0= 十 i~ ¥ exp (iﾘ(y)) dy. (28) 

l 十代~2+(2) λy2 ιi 

The magnitude po/ y is the characteristics length unit of the 

function y゚x(y) changing. Each term of the phase ﾘ(y) in 

Eq. (20) has his own characteristics length unit (the phase 

term's variation is of the order of one at this characteristic 

length unit). The characteristic length units are the following 

at y~ :5 1, y(:5 1 :げ for the first term, .J }..poy and 切ã for 
the second and third terms respectively, see (14) , (15) , (20). 
Let the characteristic length of magnetic field change at 

the bending magnet edge be 1. Analysis of Eqs. (20) , (27) , 
(28) shows that if the fringe field length 1 is much smaller 

than the smallest length unit of the phase (i.e. the phase 

change is much less than one in the region 1), the length 1 can 

be ignored in (20), (27), (28) and the magnetic field can be apｭ
proximated by the step-function θ(y): h(y)口θ(y). It can 

be found frorn outlined considerations that this approximaｭ

tion by the step同function is workable in two cases: 

or 

lwi 
l くく λy2

(pofl<1 
13 

一一<<À
20P5 

(29) 

(30) 

It is worth attention that the system of inequalities (30) may 

be fulfilled if ﾀ >λc only. 

It should be stressed that the requirement (30) is much 

weaker than the 1 くく Poy-l one. Usually the first inequality in 

(30) is always valid for the high-energy electron storage 

rings. For example, at Hi80R storage ring the electron beam 
energy is 700 Me V, bending radius po口 0.87m ， /:::::0.12m

(see Fig. 2), that is Poy-l ロ 0.64 mm and (l3/20P�):::::0.1 mm. 

It means that the step function approximation is suitable for 

the computation of ER characteristics with wavelength λ>> 

0.1 mm only. As a practical matter, in this case the step funひ
tion approximation is unsuitable even for this longｭ

wavelength radiation because the magnitude ﾀ y >> 150 mm. 

U sually the storage ring vacuum chamber has a smaller trans句

versal size; that is the conducting walls of vacuum chamber 

will change significantly the properties of this long鵬

wavelength electromagnetic radiation. 80 it is necessary to 
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use the precise formulae obtained in the previous chapter to agreement with the computer results obtained in the previ-

computation the ER parameters at HiSOR storage ring. ous chapter. It may be seen from this relations that the angu-

Let us consider the another example, Siberia回2 electron lar positions and widths of ER peaks no longer depend on 

storage ring (Moscow) , whose bending magnets have nearly the radiation wavelength atλ>>λc. Using Eqs. (13), (22) , (33) 
the same fringe field shape as at HiSOR. The beam energy at and (34) , one can derive the following relation for the 
Siberia-2 storage ring is 2.5 GeV, orbit radius is po= 19.6 m (σ十 n)-intensity distribution of ER generated at a single 

in the part of bending magnet with quarter amplitude field , bending magnet BM1 (i.e. in the absence of the second mag-

l勾 0.12 m , that is Poy-l=4 mm and ([3 /20pÕ) 需 225 nm. The net BM2): 

s坑te叩p function approximation is sui江tabl記e for the computation 

of ER characteristics at Siberia-2 storage ring beginning 

from VUV region and for mor印elon唱g-明avelengt出hrad必ia拭tion2ι2お初5勾)

Below in this chapter we will restrict our consideration by 

the step欄function approximation only. Applying this approx四

imation to E弓s. (27) and (28) , we have: 

~， ()口 l竹》+C2) 一 I -i ¥ .~ + PX ) J I -i ( .~十PX 11 

×[ト侃叫p [トi (;叫 1 u 仇 o 

凡(ばC山，ぺC

×トpH~叫|ω
where 

13λλ1/3 
Po口\ 4ﾀ-) ， p口PÕ(l 十パヰ)， XロPoy~ð.

The expressions like (31) and (32) were derived and 

sufficiently detailed analyzed in Ref. 16. The ER peaks are 

connected with the first term in Eqs. (31) and (32) , while the 
conventional synchrotron radiation is determined by the secｭ

ond one. Actually, at the large horizontal angle I と I >>y-l 

and y~δ< 0 the first term both in (31) and (32) is negligiむle as 

compared to the second one, which converts to the wellｭ
known expression for the conventional synchrotron radiaｭ

t卲n. 

At À>>λc ， Y I ~ I :::::: 1, Y I (1 :::::: 1 the first term prevails in Eqs. 

(31), (32). Note that both for σ- and for n-components this 

term is real. Hence the ER is dominantly linear polarized. 

To be more specific18•27), for the observer placed at the point 
{x, D , z} , where D>> Ixl , D>> Izl , the electric field of the 
received radiation will be parallel to {x, 0, z} direction. 

In the λ>>ん limit and at the small angles y I と l :S; l ， yl(l :S; l

one can obtain a power series in a small parameter Po for the 

functions F.σ， π(乙 O. The first two terms are: 

九(~， 0宗e-yc ;:-:;-:--iðpo ¥00 u叫 ( i ~3) du , 
1+γ(~"十(") ~ v jo ~ ¥ 3 } 

(33) 

¥ exp ( i -;:: 1 du, Fπ(~ ， ()~1+川十(2) 糊jo exp ¥ i 3") (34) 

Approximate relations (33) and (34) are in a qualitative 

5-5(子)C) 手， (35) 

atλ→∞， ~2+(2口 y-2 ， while for the conventional synchroｭ

tron radiation 

必時o at λ→∞. 
dt 

The horizontal angular asymmetry of the σ-polarized ER 

in the electron orbit plane is described by the second term in 

(33) which is proportional to Po. Therefore the asymmetry 

disappears at À→∞. It could be seen from (34) that the correｭ

sponding term is absent in the series for the π削component of 

ER. 

Let us consider the interference effect of the longｭ

wavelength ER. For the sake of simplicity we will consider 

now the geometry with the observer placed infinitely far 

from the bending magnets , at least we need D>> L. In this 
case the ER amplitudes , which are generated at the bending 
magnets BM1 and BM2, are about the same. Using only the 
leading first terms in (33) and (34) , we get from (25): 

会引子)問答(
x si叶i (36) 

令引~À)(.ピ巾;合) 今争ザ弘:ご人九fi弘(1川1Jご乙y2(2)2

We can combine two last equations and get a formula for 

the (σ +n)耐intensity distribution of the interfering ER: 

会主引子)(引払おう2

×叶
where e2=~2+(2. The expression similar to (38) was derived 

in Ref. 18 under a di茸'erent model assumptions. Formula 

(38) shows in an explicit form the cylindrical s戸nmetry of 

the interfering ER, displaying set of the concentric interferｭ
ence rings. It follows from (38) also that the interfering ER 

has the highest intensity amplification at the angle eロ y-l
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and at the wavelengths which satisfy the equation 2L=ﾀy2 

(2n -1) , where n = 1, 2, • . . Under this conditions the interｭ

fering ER intensity is four time higher than the intensity of 

radiation generated at the single bending magnet edge. The 

highest ampli負cation is impossible to achieve atλ >2Ly-2， 

and in the long-wavelength limit λ >>2Ly-2 the radiation 

from the adjacent bending magnet edges is suppressed due 

to destructive interference. The angular width of the interferｭ

ence circular ring with the number k>> 1 (the angular dis伽

tance from zero to the next zero in intensity distribution) is 

equal to 

件J孟 (39) 

Noteworthy is the decreasing of the circle width with its seriｭ

al number k increase. This correlates well with the computer 

simulated results presented above. 

By this means , the ER peaks atλ>>λc arise in consequence 

of the sudden change in magnetic field from nil to the conｭ

stant level. The peaks appear in the case that the effective 

trajectory region of the radiation formation is larger than 

the characteristic length of magnetic field change. The staル

dard expressions for the spectral-angular distributions of the 

conventional synchrotron radiation are inapplicable to the 

ER description because of the essential difference in the emisω 

sion conditions of the ER as compared with that of the conｭ

ventional synchrotron radiation in high-energy electron 

storage rings. 

Completing this chapter, we recall that here (as well as in 
previous chapters) the ER was discussed in a single同electron

approximation, i.e. zero-emittance beam. Finite transverse 
size and angular divergence of the real electron beam will in悶

duce some changes into the ER intensity distribution obｭ

served by the experimenter. This problem is briefiy discussed 

in the next chapter. 

5. Edge radiation and electron beam diagnostics 

Real electron beam in a storage ring has the finite transver句

sal sizes σx， σz and angular spread a;， σ~. When either anguｭ

lar spreads 0二， σ~or magnitudes σx/D ， σz/ D (where D is the 

distance from the first bending magnet to the detector 

screen , see Fig. 1) exceed the characteristic dimensions of the 
ER intensity distribution calculated in single-electron apｭ

proximation, the real distribution differs from that of the sinｭ
gle electron. ln this regard the single-electron distribution of 

the ER may be considered as the reference. Its characteristic 

angular dimensions are the following atλ>λc: first , the typiｭ
cal angular size of the ER from one fringe field region, y-l , 
and second, the angular sizes of the interference rings L1 Bk, 

k= 1, 2, 3, • . . , see relation (39). 
The electron beam of modern electron storage rings very 

often has the angular spread comparable with the typical anｭ

gular non-uniformity of the ER, mentioned above. At disｭ
tances appropriate to the actual experimental conditions the 

typical values of σ'x/D and σz/ D are also comparable with 

the characteristic dimensions of the ER intensity distribu-
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tion calculated for a single electron. 

The fact that the angular width of interference circles 

decreases with the serial number increase (see Eq. (39) and 

Figs. 8, 9) is favorable to the sensitivity of diagnostics sysｭ
tem based on the ER. Under proper conditions the inner 

part of the ER intensity distribution may be similar to whose 

of the single脚particle distribution, whereas the outer part is 
smoothed 0正 When measuring the ER distribution, it is 

necessary to use the su缶ciently narrow monochromatic 

filters because the Eま distribution pattern is very sensitive to 

the ER wavelength. 

The ER based method of electron beam diagnostics conｭ

sist of the next steps. Firstly, it is necessary to measure the 
monochromatic ER intensity distribution (one-or twか

dimensional). Secondly, it is necessary to fit this ER distribuｭ

tions by the simulated one, computed under the different 
parameters of the electron beam. The best 負t gives the 

desired characteristics of real electron beam. 

The employment of the ER for the electron beam spread 

measurements is far more preferable to the use of the convenｭ

tional synchrotron radiation, which is insensitive to the 

horizontal divergence and not nearly so sensitive to the vertiｭ

cal divergence of electrons in the beam. 

ιSum磁ary

The unique features of the edge radiation atλ>λcin high帽

energy electron storage rings look very attractive to the users 

in the spectral range extending from vacuum ultraviolet to 

far infrared. lndeed, they can expect to get more photons in 
the spectral range of interest with substantial reduction of 

the undesirable hard X-ray radiation contribution, i.e. with 
less thermal damage being caused their optics. The electron 

beam diagnostics seems to represent another promising appliｭ

cation of the edge radiation. 

The edge radiation is relatively cheap source. One may use 

the edge radiation from the straight sections unusable for inｭ

sertion devices when needed. 
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